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PETER BOOTHMAN: GROWTH & BALANCE 
 
by Bruce Johnson * 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in the Summer/Autumn 1984 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 
 

eature articles dealing with musicians frequently ooze a rather oily 
complacency, as though the subject has now completed the growth process, 
answered all the questions (. . . got his shit together . . found out where his 

head is at . . .). The finished, self-congratulatory tone of such interviews causes one to 
squirm. It is a relief to find that such a style is not always appropriate. As in the 
present instance, the picture is not finished; the account remains ambiguous and 
open-ended, it finishes with “… er…” 
 

 
 
Peter Boothman: a guitarist of extraordinary intensity… 
 
Peter Ralph Boothman (born in Sydney 2/9/43) is a guitarist of extraordinary 
intensity. Although as a young child he mucked about with shoe-boxes strung with 
rubber bands, he didn’t take up the guitar until his early 20s, when he was working in  
a bank. He began by teaching himself and going through the usual field  
________________________________________________________ 
 
*When this was written in 1984, Bruce Johnson was Head of the School of English 
Literature at the University of New South Wales, and an active jazz musician who 
had worked with a number of bands in Australia, England and the USA. He 
presented a regular weekly jazz program on 2MBS-FM, where he was  Jazz Co-
ordinator. He was writing for a number of jazz publications, including Quarterly 
Rag of which he was also editor 
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apprenticeship of weddings, learning to adapt, lugging, reading over the pianist’s 
shoulder, building a repertoire.  
 
Jack Richards of Guitar City (a business which Peter later bought) was “the first 
teacher … who actually took interest and took me along a proper musical path”. 
Subsequent instruction came from George Golla and some classical training from 
Antonio Losada. Don Andrews, with whom Boothman was later to perform, also gave 
lessons. At the same time he drew inspiration from a number of guitarists he heard 
on record. BarneyKessel, Joe Pass, Wes Montgomery, Tal Farlow, provided models of 
harmonic direction, “ways of getting through chords”. From players like Larry 
Coryell and John McLaughlin he learned much about energy, and right hand attack. 
McLaughlin also exercised influence as a composer. 
 

 
 
Guitarist Don Andrews, with whom Boothman was later to perform, gave him 
lessons… PHOTO CREDIT MAX DUPAIN 
 
In the meantime Boothman was building his own reputation with his own bands and 
with performers like Jeannie Lewis, as well as observing the way in which the 
industry worked. Many musicians never get to the stage of reflecting upon the larger 
context in which they perform; some of Peter Boothman’s most important insights, 
however, concerned themselves not only with music in itself but with the point of 
contact between the performer and his society. The scene in which he has worked 
was relatively fashionable and visible. 
 
I was more or less attached to the young… inner city culture like the Punk thing is 
today …  So it was big. People would say, ‘That’s the hot stuff, that’s it.’ And I’d say, 
‘Well listen, have you ever heard of Bernie McGann? Have you ever heard of Tony 
Esterman? Have you ever heard of Dave Levy?’ I’d name all these names. They’d 
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say, ‘Oh, no. Who’s that?’ … They were my musical heroes. They were the guys, the 
really great musicians of this town. 
 

 
 
Peter Boothman’s heroes were musicians like Bernie McGann (above) and Tony 
Esterman (below)… 
 

 
 
Audiences establish categories which are scarcely related to the facts of the musical 
scene. Persuaded by packaging, rumour, by what happens to be visible, they form 
views about the overall shape of things, defining a generally fallacious pecking order 
among musicians. But they also try to impose misleading categories of style as well of 
competence, attempting to lock a musician into a particular idiom and becoming 
bewildered or resentful if he doesn’t quite conform.  
 
The first turning point was the realisation of the fact that when you’re playing 
creative music the people really want to slot you into one area and say …  ‘You are 
that. You are that.’ 
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There are several responses which a musician can make in the face of this situation. 
He can allow himself to fall into the categories created for him, becoming repetitive 
and, ultimately, a caricature. Or he can react violently against the pigeon-holing. 
While this is potentially more fertile, it often leaves his work vitiated by anger, by a 
distorting resentment. Or he can invoke a balanced multiplicity of perspectives. This 
involves recognising the fact that categorisation goes on, but not allowing one’s 
musical instincts to be diverted either way by that recognition. One half of the self 
acknowledges a situation, the other half remains indifferent to it: “I didn’t let that 
stop me from playing the way I felt.” It is perhaps the most authentic response, 
maintaining truth to self. It implies and reinforces a certain kind of personality, one 
which emerges in Boothman’s conversation as well as in his playing. 
 
Above all, in transcending a fixation upon categories, a musician is free to grow. Flux, 
movement, development, are key notions in Peter Boothman’s attitude to his music, 
every aspect of his discussion centred on them: 
 
People are just a bit scared of anything new. ‘Here’s something new. It’s a threat.’ 
It’s always been around. Misoneism. Fear of novelty … It’s only lack of knowledge. 
If it’s something new they have to make a decision then for themselves and say, 
‘Look, what’s that mean?’ . . . When you apply it to music, basically your ordinary 
general person isn’t very well musically trained as far as listening is concerned. So 
they just hear the thing and it just comes to them as one colour . . . But once you 
train yourself to hear, you look at it, and it’s not just one colour, it’s a whole lot of 
different shades. … They say, ‘I don’t know what it is. It’s sort of red. No. No! I like 
blue!’ But if they looked at that red, and really looked into it, they’d probably find 
there’s some purple, and even some blue in there. Some green even. And if they 
looked right into it and followed along, they’d probably find that it was OK after all. 
 
It’s an endless thing, and I’m still learning. I don’t really get off much on playing the 
same music all the time. I just take it when it comes. As long as the growth is still 
there. . . . When I stop growing I think that’s going to be the end. 
 

 
 
Boothman (left) is pictured here with the bassist Harry Harman… 
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At one period of his career the principle of growth, of extension, threatened to run 
out of control. In the early seventies he was working with a number of bands, 
running Guitar City, touring with various big shows like that of Kamahl, teaching at 
the Conservatorium. “I couldn’t say no.” He suffered a collapse, and withdrew 
completely, giving up playing and selling his business. It was the beginning of a 
radical re-evaluation.  
 
He secluded himself on Scotland Island for a year, returned briefly to Sydney, then 
went to the States. He assumed a completely different lifestyle, mobile, detached, 
travelling with members of the hippie counterculture. He emerged from this 
experience with a new conception of possibilities: not only of what could be done, but 
of what did not need to be done. It expressed itself as a sense of freedom, not the 
amorphous freedom of fashionable slogans of liberation, but the freedom that arises 
from a conception of balance. It acted as a counter to the principle of growth. It 
seems as though a second Peter Boothman evolved to monitor the other.  
 

 
 
Boothman:  talking to him is like dealing with a balanced collective improvisation 
between two or perhaps more different voices… 
 
You sometimes feel that you are talking of two people. One is answering your 
questions politely and seriously, the other is watching him do it, smiling tolerantly 
but getting ready to deflate or correct what it is hearing. Talking to him is like dealing 
with a balanced collective improvisation between two or perhaps more different 
voices. Asked about his style, he begins to speak, then looks puzzled. He asks for the 
tape to be turned off. “This is a hard one. I’ll have to think for a while.” He talks 
about the term “modern” briefly, but concludes that it’s a misleading term often used 
to describe something the listener can’t relate to. He goes on to the idea of 
improvisation, and again you hear the two sides of his musical personality: one 
which accepts the way some people describe his work, the other smiling with a mild 
bewilderment, seeing the matter quite otherwise, but with a sense of humour that’s 
directed as much at his own bewilderment as anything else. He is interested in 
 
. . . improvisation over reasonably complex forms. I get off on playing something 
that’s got quite a few chord changes, . . . or even if it’s only got one or two harmonic 
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areas, laying over other scales. . . . Some people say that’s an intellectual approach. 
Maybe it is. I just like the colours. I like the Barrier Reef — coral, all those coloured 
fish — and rain forests, for the same reason. I like the complexity of colour, but all 
in form. 
 
The analogy is revealing, reminding the listener again of the importance of organic, 
spontaneous growth in Boothman’s music, the interaction of diverse forces to 
produce something new. The unexpected extension of perspective, the interruption 
of what is there by something else that was also there, colours his whole experience 
of music: 
 
If I’m going out to do a gig, no matter what gig it is, or if I’m just sitting at home, if 
I just pick up the guitar, the first thing I think is that I want it to sound good, I want 
it to be musical, I want it all to be working nicely. But I want there to be that little 
buzz on the top, where it can go anywhere . . . It’s being as well musically stocked as 
possible, and then, with that, letting intuition take over on top of that — intuition, 
creativity, and that ends up with the unpredictable, because you don’t know what 
it’s going to be. 
 

 
 
Boothman is pictured here in San Francisco in 1976: balance  has become as 
essential to his music as growth… 
 
One side of his personality seeks expansion, the other recognises that the matter 
cannot always be forced or predicted, that in making music the player is also an 
instrument, being worked upon as well as working. He quotes from lutenist John 
Dowland: “Only pick up thy instrument when thy genius favours thee. Do not 
provoke by immoderate labour.” 
 
That is balance, and it has become as essential to his music as growth. Be ready, but 
don’t force it. It consists of a serene alertness. Where once he felt compelled to make 
the ringing personal statement, no matter what, now his music is the outcome of a 
balance between what he has to say and the circumstances which become the 
medium. Creativity and growth are not the brutal imposition of the will, but are 
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manifested through a balance between inner and outer. It is spontaneous. As a 
composer: 
 
I’m sitting around playing and suddenly I play something and I think, Gee, what’s 
that? I’ll just write that idea down in a book . . . So now I’ve got a book full of little 
ideas . . . and every now and again I’ll go to that book and pick one of the ideas and 
write a tune around it. 
 

 
 
The cover of Boothman’s For The Record album… 
 
The range of bands he is currently working with indicates the same generous 
receptivity. From experimental to hard bop to traditionalist and New Orleans 
musicians, there exist opportunities to extend himself. Recently he has been playing 
with the bands of people like Roger Frampton, Joe Lane, Paul Furniss and Dave 
Ridyard. One great attraction in the earlier styles is the element of collective 
improvisation, as well as “finding a lot of these incredible tunes that I never knew 
existed”. He feels himself growing also into a solo artist. Again, he doesn’t force the 
issue but, as he puts it, hears it developing while he’s practising, incorporating 
classical techniques as well as the total jazz tradition. Growth and balance, and an 
open-ended, interrogative future full of possibilities that he accepts as they come: 
 
I have no clear plan at the moment. It’s . . . er . . . going along. We’ll just see what 
tasty little morsel comes up next. If it stays the same as it is . . . um . . . that’s fine 
too. But I am still actually practising, I am still actually growing. 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
The quotations were taken from an interview conducted by the writer with Peter Boothman 
on 21/12/83. In conjunction with this article, 2MBS-FM in Sydney broadcast a program of 
Boothman playing solo guitar on March 19 at 7 pm. The program will be repeated in 
Sydney June 16 at 2 pm.  It will feature him on steel and nylon strung acoustic as well as 
electric instruments, and will also present for the first time a number of his recent 
compositions. The program has been specially recorded by 2MBS-FM. 


